A simplex space is an ordered Banach space V with closed positive cone whose dual is an L-space [4, 5, 6] . Let P^V) be the positive linear functional on V with norm less than or equal to one. The pure states are the extreme points of P X (V) and are denoted by JEP^V). We shall write E + for the nonzero extreme points of Pi(F), i.e.,
E+ = EP X {V) -{0} .
We let Z be the closure, in the weak* topology, of E + . We let max V be the set of closed maximal ideals of V equipped ivith the hull-kernel topology. The closed ideals of V are in a one-toone order inverting correspondence with the closed faces of PJ^V) •containing zero. Thus, max V may be identified with E + as point •sets. By this identification we can transfer the hull-kernel topology to E + and define a new topology, called the structure topology, on E+. Its closed sets are the nonzero extreme points of a closed face •containing zero. Hence, the structure topology is weaker than the weak* topology.
In this paper we shall consider various topological properties of max V. In particular, we consider compactness, local compactness, .first countability, second countability, and standard Borel structure. It was conjectured in [5] that for separable simplex spaces the latter four properties are equivalent. This is very nearly correct, as we see in Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.6. In section 1, we study the structure topology and introduce several new maps. We give several criteria for determining whether .a set in E + is structure closed. In section 2 we consider the property of first countability for max V.
Finally, in section 3, we state and prove the main theorems. We show that if V is separable, then max V is compact if and only if 0 does not belong to Z. We also show, for V separable, that the properties of first countability, second countability, and local compactness are equivalent for max V.
This paper is a part of the author's doctoral dissertation submitted to Stanford University. The author would like to express, his appreciation to Professor Edward Effros for suggesting and discussing the problems investigated in this paper and to Professor Karel deLeeuw for his helpful suggestions in its preparation. 0* Conventions* The notation and definitions are those used: in [4, 5, 6] , We shall use results freely from these papers. Throughout, we assume that vector spaces have nonzero elements. In normed spaces, the subscript λ on a subset indicates the subset intersected with the closed ball of radius λ.
For any set ASP ί (V) 9 A will denote the weak* closure of A and A + will denote A -{0} For any net, Greek subscripts, e.g., a, β, denote arbitrary index, sets while Latin subscripts, e.g., i, j, n, denote the natural numbers, as an index set, i.e., {x n } is a sequence.
For the entire paper, V will always denote a separable simplex space.
Throughout, propositions are stated in terms of the hull-kernel topology of max V and proven for the structure topology of E + -Hopefully, this will cause no confusion. 1* The structure topology and several maps* In this section,, we prove some preliminary results concerning the structure topology.
As V is separable, V* is weak* metrizable and, thus, so is P L (V)Ã s Pi(F) is a simplex, Choquet's Theorem asserts that for each qeP^V) there is a unique maximal probability measure π q which represents q and for which π^iV) -EP λ {V)) = 0 .
[ 10, p. 70] . We shall always denote this measure by π q . Let S[q] be the smallest weak* closed face of P^V) containing 0 and q y for qeP^V).
As S[q] is compact, metrizable, and convex, the Choquet Theorem applies equally as well to it. Hence, there i& a maximal probability measure μ which represents q and for which μ(S[q] -extreme points of S[q\) = 0 .
As S[q] is a face, its extreme points are extreme in P X (F) and so 
Proof. (A) Since Pi(F) + is a locally compact metric space,
Since π q is a maximal measure, Suppose y is not in the closure in P^V)^ of supp + π q π J& + . Then there is a relatively open set N £ Pi (F) + about y such that iV n (supp
But then iV is open in P X {V) and obviously
Thus y & supp + π q . The other inclusion is trivial. For the second conclusion, from the discussion preceeding the proposition,
As the latter is structurally closed,
For the other inclusion, let K be the closed face containing zero which satisfies
which exists by the definition of the structure topology. As K is closed and contains zero, the first part implies that supp π q £ K.
The first conclusion is [5, Th. 3.3] while the second follows easily from the definition of the structure topology and the Milman Theorem [10, p. 9] .
(C) (1) If 0 e Z, then
We let ψ:E + -> subsets of Z by
Hence, for each pe£ + , 0 ί f{p) .
We extend these maps to set functions by letting Elementary relations for these maps are contained in the next lemma. 
In order to show that E + -U is structure closed, we let q be any nonzero element of
The main reason we introduced the map Φ is the following. Proof. The conclusions are all trivial if q -p N = p N+1 = so we may assume that {p n } is not eventually the constant sequence {q}. For (1), we let D = {p n } U S [q] . We claim that for each zeD Proof. We need only show that if x e E + is a structure cluster point of {p n } then x e Φ(q). Let F = {p n } U Φ(q). As F is structureclosed, x a cluster point implies xeF.
Part (2) of the above shows that such an x is not in F -Φ(q). Hence, x e Φ{q).
2* Preliminary results* We study in this section the property of first countability for max V. We shall derive several equivalent properties. Given that max V is first countable, we can find structure open sets by the following. 
Intersecting with E + , we have xe U ε £ ψ(U) Π E + = Z7. Proof. Since Z is compact, it suffices to show that ψ(x) isclosed. Let {q n }cψ (x) and qeZ satisfy q % -• g. Let O L =)O 2 3 be a w*-base at q. We may assume that q n e O n . Let G λ Z) G 2 3 be a structure base at x.
As ^(») c ^(G^) and ψ(Gj) is opea i = 1, 2, , ψ (G Λ ) Π O n is a ^*-open neighborhood of g w , ^ = 1, 2, Hence, there is a ί) w eί/ + n ψ(G n ) Π O % . Consequently, p n eG n and so {p n } converges structurally to x. As p n e0 n , p n -+q. But then. xeΦ(q)j i.e., qeψ(x) and so α/r(χ) is indeed compact.
Putting these three lemmas together yields the following. We can now state and prove the main theorem in this section. Proof. We shall show (1) => (2) => (3) => (1) and (3) 
We ϋrst show that x is in the structure interior of U(ε). Indeed, suppose that there is a net {x a } £ E + -U(ε) such that {x a } converges structurally to x. Since Z is compact, there is a subnet {x aβ } and a point 2/ e Z such that # α/3 -> ]/. Since ^α β = Φ(x af ), the closed graph condition implies that xeΦ(y), i.e., yeψ(x).
Thus, dist(α; αβ , ^(a;))-*o and so # αβ € {251 dist (s, τK$)) < ε} eventually. It follows that x aβ e U(ε) •eventually and so x a eϋ (ε) frequently. This contradicts the choice of {x a } and so the claim is proven. Next, we must demonstrate that ψ(x) is compact. In fact, we must only show that ψ(x) is closed since Z is compact. Let {y a } be a net in ψ(x) and yeZ satisfy y a -*y.
The closed graph condition then implies that xeΦ(y), i.e., y e ψ(x).
(2) ==> (3) show that x e Φ(y). Let ϋ* = E + n {z \ dist (z, ψ(x)) < 1/n] and U n be the structure interior of U n . Then {U n } forms a structure base at JX [Corollary 2.4] . Let {0^} be a w*-base at y. Since {x a } converges structurally to x, there is an a\ such that for each a ^> a\, x a e U n . Similarly, there is an a% such that for each a ^ cC, y a e O n . Choose <a n larger than a\, a ι n \ and a n _ x . Taking y n = τ/ α% , α; w = a? βn , clearly Vn -" 2/J KJ converges structurally to a?, x n e Φ(y n ) ΓΊ Z7 n Recall that we must prove that xeΦ(y).
Let
Since x n e U n and U n is a structure neighborhood about x n > there is> an ε(ri) > 0 such that x n e U{e{n), n) g U n [Corollary 2
.4], Let δ(n) = min (ε(ri), 1/ri). Then x % e ϋ(δ(ri), n) g 17 Λ . Since i?
+ is dense in Z, we can find z n e E + such that dist (z n , y n ) < δ(n) ^ 1/n. Since y Λ -> y, we have « Λ -• y. Because y n e ψ(x n ), we have z n e E + Π {z | dist (#, V r (^^)) < δ(^)} = ϋ(δ(ri), n). As U(δ(ri), n) g C7*, we have « ft e Z7 Λ Hence {^} structurally converges to x. Thus, xeΦ(y) [Corollary 1.5]. 3* The main theorems* The preceeding section has thrown light on several of the topological properties which we wanted to discuss. We will now discuss the others.
Though usually compactness and sequential compactness are not comparable for nonfirst-countable spaces, we have the following result:
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) K is compact. be structurally sequentially compact and let {x a } be a net in K. Since Z is compact, there is a subnet {x a \ and a point y e Z such that x a -» ?/. As 1/ has a countable neighborhood base, we may find a sequence {# w } £j i? + such that x H -* 2/ and {£«} £ {#« β }. Then {x n } is a sequence in K and so there is a subsequence {x w j and a point « e K such that {x Wyk } converges structurally to z. Then zeΦ(y) and so {# Λ } tends structurally to z [6, Lemma 2.3] and so if is compact.
We can now completely characterize those separable simplex spaces for which max V is compact. REMARK. The proof of (3) => (1) establishes the fact that for a set K £ max F, if ψ(ϋθ is compact, then K is compact.
We now come to the major result of this paper. Proof. Using Theorem 2.5, we must only show that (4) is equivalent to the others. We show first that first countability at one point implies local compactness at that point. Let peE + and suppose p has a countable structure neighborhood base. Let U be a structure open set containing p. We must find a structurecompact neighborhood K of p within U. Let F = E + -U. It is structurally closed and, hence, there is a closed face Q of Pi(F), •containing zero, such that Q Π E + = F. Since p$F, ψ(p) Π Q = 0. At this point, we shall specify the metric which we are using for P^V). If {ζ n } is dense in V 19 then we take
Let and^

Jj
Then, clearly, T is compact, ΓίΊ Q = 0, and D ^ T. We first claim that ϋ7 + Π T is a structure neighborhood of p within Z7. Indeed, peE + Γ\ D S # + n T 7 and E + f] D is a structure neighborhood of p [Lemma 2.1]. Obviously, E + f) T ^ U. We next claim that E + Π T is structure-compact. Let {p a } be a net in E + Π ϊ 7 . Since T is weak* compact, there is a subnet {p aβ } .and a point qe T such that p α -• q. Then {^f fβ } tends structurally to •each point of Φ(q) [6, Lemma 2.3] . Hence it is sufficient to show
Obviously / is weak* continuous, /(0) = 0 and f(q) ^ δ/2. We next claim that / is convex. Indeed, let x, yeP^V) and 0 ^ λ ^ 1. We must demonstrate that
Choose q x and q y in Q such that 
But this means that there is a p e Φ(g) Π ϊ 7 . Thus, i? + Π Γ is structurally compact.
Next, we shall show that if max V is locally compact at a point, then that point has a countable neighborhood base. Let x e E + and assume that E + is structurally locally compact at x. Let U(e) -{zeZ\ dist {z, ψ(x)) < e} Γ\ E + and Ϊ7(ε) be the structure-interior of U(e). We claim that x e U(e). Indeed, suppose not. Then there is a net {x a } S E + -U(e) such that {x a } tends structurally to x. Since Z is compact, there is a subnet {$ αβ } and a point 7/ e ^ such that
It is a structure open set containing x. By local compactness, there is a structure-compact neighborhood K of # in U. Therefore, x a e structure-interior (K) for all a β ^ a β() . Then {x aβ \ a β ^ a βo } still converges to y. Since Z is metrizable, we may select a sequence {x n } £ E + such that x n ->y and x n e {x aβ | α^ ^ a βo }.
Then {#"} g structure-interior (K) is a sequence in K. As if is sequentially compact [Proposition 3.1] , there is a subsequence {x nfc } and a point zeK such that {#^} tends structurally to zeK.
As x njc -*y, we have zeΦ(y) [Corollary 1.5]. Thus z e Φ(y) Π K, which contradicts the choice of K. Hence, xeΦ{y) t i.e., yef{x).
As x aβ -+y, dist (x aβ , ψ (x)) -> 0. Therefore x aβ eϋ(ε) eventually and so x a e U(ε) frequently. This contradicts the choice of the net {x a } and so we have shown that x e U(ε).
In order to conclude that x has a countable structure neighborhood base, we need only show that ψ(x) is compact [Lemma 2.2]. As Z is compact, we need only show that ψ(x) is closed. Let yeψ(x).
Suppose y£ψ(x).
Let U = E + -Φ(y). It is a structure neighborhood of x and so by hypothesis there is a compact neighborhood (1) => (2) is [6, Lemma 2.3] and that (2) => (1) Proof. Since max V for a separable M-space is normal [5, Th. 3.8] , the equivalence of (2) through (6) follows from Theorem 3.3 and Urysohn's metrization theorem.
(2)=>(1). Since Φ(0) = 0, (1) is merely the statement that Φ has a closed graph at 0, and so the implication is clear. In more detail, suppose p n ->y and y Φ 0. Let zeΦ(y).
Then {p n } tends structurally to z [Proposition 1.4] . The closed graph condition implies that zeΦ(0) -0, which is a contradiction.
(1) => (5 
As Z is compact, it suffices to show that Φ~ιΦ(K) is closed in Z. To show this, let {q n } £ Φ~~XΦ(K) and q e Z satisfy q n -» q. By definition, q n = X n x n for some x n e K and 0 < The results (3) <=> (4) <=> (6) ==> (5) are contained (tacitly, if not explicitly) in [5, Corollary 3.9; 12, Th. 3] .
We may now answer a question posed in [5] . Poulsen [11] has -constructed a metrizable compact simplex K for which E + is dense in if, i.e., Z = K. Taking V to be the affine functions on K vanishing at 0, we have a separable simplex space. Then max V cannot be locally compact. In fact, if peE + , then λp e Z for 0 < λ <^ 1 and so 0 e closure (ψ(p)). Hence, ψ(p) is not compact and so max V is not locally compact at M p [Th. 3.3 and Th. 2.5] . More careful analysis •shows that max V cannot contain even one compact set with interior.
It was conjectured in [5] that local compactness, first countability, isecond countability, and standard Borel structure were equivalent for separable simplex spaces. We have shown that the first three are indeed equivalent. As for the latter, we say that a Borel space has a standard Borel structure whenever it is Borel isomorphic to the Borel space associated with a Borel subset of a complete metric space [9> p. 138] . Since the extreme points of a metrizable compact convex set in a topological vector space form a G^-set [10, Proposition 1.3] , EP λ {V) may be metrized by a complete separable metric [8, §29, VI] 
